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INTERIM PRUDENTIAL SOURCEBOOK FOR BUILDING SOCIETIES
(AMENDMENT NO 5) INSTRUMENT 2003

Powers exercised

A. The Financial Services Authority makes this instrument in the exercise of the power in
section 157(1) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Guidance).

Commencement

B. This instrument comes into force on 1 May 2003.

Amendments to the Interim Prudential sourcebook for building societies

C. The Interim Prudential sourcebook for building societies is amended in accordance
with the Annex to this instrument.

Citation

D. This instrument may be cited as the Interim Prudential Sourcebook for Building
Societies (Amendment No 5) Instrument 2003.

By order of the Board
20 March 2003

FSA 2003/19
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Annex

Amendments to IPRU(BSOC)

In this Annex, underlining indicates new text and striking through indicates deleted
text. 

Annex 1B:RISK ASSET WEIGHTS

1B.5 Assets to be weighted at 50%

1B.5.1 The following assets should be weighted at 50%:

(1) Mortgage-backed securities (MBS) issued by special purpose mortgage
finance vehicles where the following conditions are met:

(a)        they are fully secured at all times on a pool of first mortgages
on residential property, no part of which is used for non
residential purposes, or on loans to Registered Social Landlords
which are registered with the Housing Corporation or Scottish
Homes or the National Assembly of Wales or the Northern
Ireland Department of Social Development, fully secured by a
mortgage on a residential property that is:

(i)         already let; or

(ii)        under development and will be let on condition that the
development attracts Social Housing Grant (SHG)
and/or other public subsidy on equivalent terms and the
loans are fully secured by a charge (but not necessarily a
first priority charge) on a residential property owned by
Registered Social Landlords which is rented:

(b)(a) the notes embody an express promise to repay the noteholder;

(c)(b) the issue documentation contains provisions which would
ultimately enable noteholders to initiate legal proceedings
directly against the issuer of the MBS. As an example such
provisions would allow noteholders to proceed against the
issuer where the trustee, having become bound to take steps
and/or to proceed against the issuer, fails to do so within a
reasonable time and such failure is continuing;

(d)(c) the documentation contains provisions which would ultimately
enable noteholders to acquire the legal title to the security (i.e.
the mortgagee's interest in it) and to realise the security in the
event of a default by the mortgagor;

(e)(d) under the issue:

(i) the mortgage loans themselves qualify for the 50%
weighting (see Annex 1B.5.1 (2), (3) and (4)); and
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(ii) the mortgage loans are should not be in default at the
time at which they are transferred to the vehicle;

(f)(e) the vehicle's activities are restricted by its articles of association
to mortgage business. The vehicle may also hold assets
qualifying for a risk weighting of less than 50%;

(g)(f) the notes do not absorb more than their pro rata share of losses
in the event of arrears or default (see chapter 10 for treatment of
junior or B notes).

(2) Loans to individuals fully and completely secured by a first priority
charge on residential property that is (or is to be) occupied by the
borrower or is rented.

(3) Loans to Registered Social Landlords, registered with the Housing
Corporation, or Scottish Homes Communities Scotland or the
National Assembly of for Wales or the Northern Ireland Department
of for Social Development, fully secured by a mortgage on residential
property that is:

(a) already let; or

(b) under development and will be let, on condition that the
development attracts Social Housing Grant (SHG) and/or other
public subsidy on equivalent terms, of an amount equal to, or
greater than, 50% of the approved total scheme cost, the
security for which is subordinated to the loan, where the
funding body has legally committed itself to the full payment of
the subsidy.

(4) Loans to public universities, fully secured by a mortgage on a
residential property that is:

(a) already let; or

(b) under development and will be let, on condition that the lender
is in possession of a certificate, issued by a quantity surveyor or
architect appointed by the society, showing that work to the
value of 20% of the projected finished end value of the project
(excluding cost of land) has been completed, prior to any draw
down under the loan; and

(c) and can readily be sold or let on the non student market.

N.B. For the purposes of paragraphs 1B.5.1(3) and (4), once a property has been let it
is not necessary to increase the weighting to 100% during a subsequent temporary
void.


